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University in the spotlight: University of Heidelberg

Situated in one of Germany’s most beautiful cities, Heidelberg University is Germany’s
oldest university and an important center of modern research and teaching. With over 160
study programs, Heidelberg offers a range of subject combinations nearly unparalleled in
Germany, thus creating a perfect setting for individualized and interdisciplinary studies.
From its very beginnings in the year 1386, the University has welcomed and profited from

the international perspective students and scholars from abroad bring to its academic and
cultural life. Today, Heidelberg University is tied into a worldwide network of research and
teaching collaborations and has a distinctly international profile.
The University’s international prominence is also reflected in its student population: around
18 percent of Heidelberg’s close to 30,000 students and around a third of the enrolled
doctoral candidates come from abroad.
http://www.uni-heidelberg.de/index_e.html
Dialogue Beyond Traditional Disciplinary Boundaries

The University places special emphasis on initiating and maintaining a dialogue across
traditional subject boundaries and developing new forms of interdisciplinary cooperation.
The following are four of Heidelberg University's outstanding research areas, the so-called
Fields of Focus (FoF):
FoF 1: Molecular and cellular basis of life
FoF 2: Structure and pattern formation in the material world
FoF 3: Cultural dynamics in globalised worlds
Field of Focus 4: Self-regulation and regulation: individuals and organisations
The two clusters of excellence "Asia and Europe in a Global Context" and "Cellular
Networks” represent additional research foci.
Another strength of Heidelberg University lies in its numerous collaborations and alliances
with non-university research institutions such as the German Cancer Research Center or
the European Molecular Biology Laboratory. These institutions, working alongside the
university, form an internationally competitive research network, providing a wide
assortment of contact and cooperation possibilities for Heidelberg University researchers
and students.
http://www.uni-heidelberg.de/research/profile/
http://www.uni-heidelberg.de/university/statistics/research.html
Studying and Living in a Cosmopolitan Atmosphere

Heidelberg’s cosmopolitan and student-friendly atmosphere is one of the city’s
distinguishing characteristics. Heidelberg is a lively centre of the Rhine-Neckar metropolitan
region and is marked by its high density of research-intensive industry and conglomeration
of scientific research institutions. These institutions, working alongside the university, form
an internationally competitive research network, providing a wide assortment of contact and
cooperation possibilities for Heidelberg University researchers and students.
Both the city and the university offer a huge variety of sports and leisure activities, as well
as numerous theatres, renowned film and music festivals and a large number of museums,
creating a sophisticated and diverse cultural atmosphere. Popular sights include the worldfamous Heidelberg Castle, the historic streets and alleys in the old city and the
Philosopher’s Path, one of the most beautiful mountain hiking trails in Europe. For more
information on studying in Heidelberg please see the following page:
http://www.uni-heidelberg.de/studying/profile/index.html

NEW: EuroScholars Awards 2016

The EuroScholars Consortium awards up to five 2000€ scholarships per semester to
deserving applicants.
In order to be considered for an award, students must have their full EuroScholars program
application and EuroScholars scholarship application submitted to ISA by the application
deadline. Students will be able to submit their scholarship application materials to the ISA
Student Portal along with their application materials.
For more information: http://euroscholars.eu/students/grants-and-funding-opportunities/

New project offered at University of Geneva
Exploring individual differences in learning

Download the new EuroScholars brochure 2016
Upcoming conferences 2015:
September 15 – 18, 2015
EAIE (European Association for International Education)
Glasgow, UK
www.eaie.org
Some of the members of the EuroScholars Consortium will attend the EAIE. Should you like
to schedule a meeting, please contact: Ms. Usha Mohunlol
(u.c.mohunlol@sea.leidenuniv.nl )
EuroScholars poster presentation is scheduled on Thursday, September 17 from 3:00pm –
4:30pm

November 11 – 15, 2015
NCHC (National Collegiate Honors Council)
Chicago Illinois
http://nchchonors.org/annual-conference/2015-conference/
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